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Abstract Social network analysis (SNA) has become a widespread tool for the study of animal social organisation. However despite this broad applicability, SNA is currently limited
by both an overly strong focus on pattern analysis as well as a
lack of dynamic interaction models. Here, we use a dynamic
modelling approach that can capture the responses of social
networks to changing environments. Using the guppy,
Poecilia reticulata, we identified the general properties of
the social dynamics underlying fish social networks and found
that they are highly robust to differences in population density
and habitat changes. Movement simulations showed that this
robustness could buffer changes in transmission processes
over a surprisingly large density range. These simulation results suggest that the ability of social systems to self-stabilise
could have important implications for the spread of infectious
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diseases and information. In contrast to habitat manipulations,
social manipulations (e.g. change of sex ratios) produced
strong, but short-lived, changes in network dynamics. Lastly,
we discuss how the evolution of the observed social dynamics
might be linked to predator attack strategies. We argue that
guppy social networks are an emergent property of social
dynamics resulting from predator–prey co-evolution. Our
study highlights the need to develop dynamic models of social
networks in connection with an evolutionary framework.
Keywords Social dynamics . Network analysis . Population
translocation . Habitat manipulation . Environmental change

Introduction
The social network approach (SNA) has provided us with
powerful tools to address different aspects of an animal’s social organisation because it provides many metrics to describe
social patterns (Croft et al. 2008; Krause et al. 2009; Kurvers
et al. 2014; Newman 2003). However, some social patterns
have been shown to be highly dependent on environmental
conditions (Darden et al. 2009; Henzi et al. 2009; Jacoby et al.
2010; Wey et al. 2013). Therefore, a potential short-coming of
SNA is that these network metrics are largely just pattern
descriptors which provide little insight into underlying processes that generate patterns and the robustness of these
processes to environmental instability. An understanding of
how social patterns emerge from interactions is particularly
crucial for making testable predictions regarding changes in
social network structure in response to environmental
conditions or population composition. An important step in
this direction was taken by Wittemyer et al. (2005) who investigated the change of social network patterns in a population of elephants over different seasons and by Flack et al.
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(2006) who used SNA to correctly predict fission processes in
a primate group. Further progress has been made by using
longitudinal network models to analyse changes in social network structure over time (Pinter-Wollman et al. 2013;
Tranmer et al. 2015). Longitudinal models, however, often
involve the aggregation of data on individual interactions over
time and thus neglect the time-ordered nature of these interactions, which can have important repercussions for transmission processes (Blonder et al. 2012; Tranmer et al. 2015).
Relational event models (REM) have been developed in recent years to account for such time-ordered interaction sequences (Butts 2008) and provide an interesting approach
for modelling dynamic interactions. An alternative way of
dealing with dynamic systems is to assess the state that an
individual is in at regular time intervals and to identify the
probabilities of state changes based on Markov chains (Wilson
et al. 2014). Analogous to the long-established techniques of
event- and point sampling (Martin and Bateson 2007), different
aspects of social network dynamics can be recorded by REMs or
Markov-based models. Biologically significant behaviours of
short duration (e.g. aggression, mating) are better assessed with
REMs whereas fission–fusion dynamics of social systems are
more readily captured by Markov-based models.
Once key components of the social dynamics of individuals have been correctly identified, social networks become an
emergent property of such Markov models and thus an output.
This is important because such dynamic models allow deeper
insights into the processes underlying social pattern formation
and can generate social networks for quantitative predictions
(Wilson et al. 2014). Here, we use the model by Wilson et al.
(2014) in a way that allows a more detailed characterisation of
the social dynamics (see Borner et al. 2015) to investigate the
influence of experimental manipulations of the habitat and the
social environment on social networks using replicated populations of guppies, Poecilia reticulata, in the wild.
Density is known to be an important predictor of social
organisation (Krause and Ruxton 2002) but often neglected
in the study of social networks. The size of groups (and in
some cases also the number of groups) has been reported to
increase with increased density under both lab and field conditions (Rangeley and Kramer 1998; Hensor et al. 2005;
Makris et al. 2009; Strier and Mendes 2012; Brierley 2014).
Increased densities result in higher encounter frequencies between individuals (Hensor et al. 2005), which in turn have
consequences for social structure. In this study, we used our
dynamic modelling approach (see above) to test the effects of
changes in density (i.e. total number of fish divided by the
total area) on social dynamics. We predict that if the density
of fish per unit area goes up, the encounter rate should increase, and the time spent social should increase (and vice
versa for a decrease in density). Density-modulated changes
in social patterns are important because they could play a
crucial role in processes of information transfer and disease
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transmission (Nightingale et al. 2014; Drewe and Perkins
2014). We explored this possiblity by modelling what impact
the observed social dynamics of fish populations (undergoing
density-changes) might have on transmission processes.
In addition to environmental density manipulations (the
size of the pond and/or water depth), we also carried out social
manipulations by removing all the males or all the females
from a social network. Previous work carried out in captivity
suggests that male presence disrupts connections between females (Darden et al. 2009). We investigated this prediction in
the wild and also looked at male networks in the presence and
absence of females to study the role of the latter in structuring
male networks.

Methods
We caught and individually marked, using fluorescent elastomer tags (Northwest Marine Inc), all adult guppies
(P. reticulata) in selected pools (Table 1) of the upper Turure
river, Trinidad. Experimental work was carried out during the
dry season in March and April 2011–2013 when water levels
are low and guppies move relatively little between pools
(Griffiths and Magurran 1997). Following marking, all individuals were released into their home pool and given 24 h to
acclimate prior to the beginning of behavioural observations.
We selected the pools on the basis of whether they provided
good conditions for pool-side observations of ego-centric networks (see below). Pools 1a and 1b were the same pool but in
two different years (2012 and 2013; Table 1). However, due to
annual flooding events and the short life span of guppies in
general, no tagged fish from previous year’s research were
ever observed in consecutive years.
Quantifying behavioural variables in the wild
For each of the pools, we recorded the interaction dynamics of
the fish by following a given marked focal fish for 2 min and
recording the identity of its nearest neighbour every 10 s. If no
conspecific was present within four body lengths of the focal
fish, the focal fish was regarded as having no neighbour for
that observation point. Previous research has shown that this
observation frequency/time interval provides ample opportunities for switching partners (Wilson et al. 2014). Upon completion of a 2-min observation period another marked fish was
immediately chosen as a focal fish. This process was repeated
consecutively until all individuals in a given pool had been
observed and associations recorded for that observation session. Following completion of an entire observation session,
the pool was left undisturbed for 10 min prior to beginning
data collection for another session. This waiting period was
chosen to insure that subsequent observation sessions were
independent of the previous session (see Wilson et al. 2014).
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Table 1

Descriptive details for environmental and experimental aspects of all study pools

Pool

Year

No. of fish (male/female)

Observation days

Treatment

Area

Density

Volume

Location

1a

2012

18 (8/10)

UM
SM
TL
UM

16.42 m2

1.10

3.30 m3

10°41′06.5″N,

11 (3/8)

2
2
2

HWL
LWL
UM

22.70 m2
11.16 m2
2.65 m2

8 (4/4)

2
2
2
2

HWL
LWL
TL
UM

3.46
1.17
6.84
6.84

m2
m2
m2
m2

2.24
0.97
0.62
1.25
4.15
3.18
9.40
1.61
1.17

1.64
2.83
5.24
2.03
0.48
0.93
0.14
1.23
1.23

3

14 (5/9)

3
3
3
2

22 (11/11)

2
2
2
2+2

HWL
LWL
TL
SM

8.20
4.55
2.65
47.5

m2
m2
m2
m2

0.98
1.76
3.02
0.46

1.80 m3
0.66 m3
0.48 m3
9.5a m3

4
1b

2

3
3

2
5

2013

2013

2013

2012

61°10′23.4″W
2

8.04 m
14.45 m2

m
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3

10°41′06.5″N,
61°10′23.4″W
10°41′8″N
61°10′22″W

10°41′8″N
61°10′22″W

10°40′51.5″N
61°10′4.5″W

For the translocation experiments, the identity of the new pool that the fish were moved to is given. Treatments: UM (unmanipulated), TL (translocation
to a different pool), HWL (high water level), LWL (low water level), and SM (sex manipulations)
a

No water depth measurements were taken for pool 5 and the values presented are estimates based on typical average depths of other pools

This process was repeated five to six times per day for each
pool, occurring between 09:00 and 14:00. The number of
observation days for each pool is given in Table 1.
Experimental manipulations of pools
Environmental manipulations: water levels changes
and translocations
Experimental manipulations of water levels were carried out
in pools 1b, 2, and 3 and for translocation experiments we
used the fish in pools 1a, 2, and 3 (see Table 1). First, all
interactions between fish in unmanipulated pools were recorded (see Table 1 for observations periods). Second, and depending on the pool, up to three consecutive experimental manipulations were conducted on a given pool as represented by (1)
an increase in area from original water level, (2) a decrease in
area from original water level, and (3) translocation of all
marked guppies from their original pool to a nearby similar,
but isolated (guppy-free) pool.
To change fish density, manipulations of pool water column height were carried out by adding or removing rock substrate from the stream inflow or outflow, respectively, in the
observation pool. Such changes in water column depth occur
regularly in natural habitats as a result of strong rainfalls within and between seasons and are likely to result in significant
changes to the fish density but can also affect other environmental parameters of the observation pool (e.g. water flow,
food distribution, population density, and refuge availability).
For the purposes of this experiment, only pool surface area

and water depth were quantified in detail. The manipulations
of the water level resulted in variable changes in surface area
and volume between pools (Table 1). This process could not
be entirely standardised under field conditions because the
natural features of pools had to be taken into account, which
constrained our options regarding such manipulations.
Following the above environmental manipulations, all
marked individuals (in pools 1a, 2, and 3) were then caught
using dipnets and transported to another isolated pool within
20 m up- or downstream. Support capacity of the novel pool
was determined by the a priori presence of a resident guppy
population prior to removal. Fish from pool 1a were
translocated into a new pool (pool 4) slightly downstream
and fish from pools 2 and 3 were translocated into each other’s
pools (see unmanipulated dimensions, Table 1). After the experiments were finished all translocated fish were returned to
their point of origin.
Sex manipulations
On day 1, we first removed all 11 males that were present in
pool 5 (by carefully targeted selection using dipnets) and recorded three observation sessions (see method above) with 11
females only (Table 1). We then returned the males and recorded the female association patterns in the presence of males
for another three observation sessions. However, in this case
we ignored males when they were the nearest neighbour of a
female focus fish. Thus we recorded female-female interactions in the presence and absence of males and always focussed on the females. On day 2, we reversed our protocol
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Analysis

at the probability of changing the nearest neighbour while
staying social pswitch =pleave_nn −ps→a to better illustrate the
behaviour of the guppies.
It has been shown that this model can be used to describe
the social dynamics of female guppies in the wild (Wilson
et al. 2014) and of mixed-sex groups of guppies in the lab
(Borner et al. 2015). Figure S1 in the supplementary material
demonstrates this for our pools by showing that the observed
lengths of social contact, of contact with a particular nearest
neighbour, and of being alone are well approximated by the
model predictions.
The model probabilities are estimated as simple proportions (see supplementary material or Borner et al. 2015 for
more details). We compared them by looking at their 95 %
confidence intervals that were computed using the function
prop.test in R. This allows us to investigate potential differences between the pools or between the treatments regarding
the lengths of social contact phases, of contact phases with the
same neighbour, and of being alone, where the length is measured as multiples of time intervals of 10s.

Modelling of social dynamics

Influence of density changes

To describe the underlying social dynamics of the fission–
fusion behaviour of the observed fish and to investigate potential differences between the pool-populations and treatments we used the fission–fusion model by Wilson et al.
2014, which is based on Markov chains. It describes the social
behaviour common to all focal individuals as sequences of
‘behavioural states’ (Fig. 1). In the presence of k potential
neighbours at each time point, a focal fish can either be with
a nearest neighbour g, 1 ≤ g ≤ k, denoted by sg or alone (no
conspecific within 4 body lengths) denoted by a. By regarding
a and all sg as states of a first-order Markov chain, the transition probabilities between these states can be estimated from
the data points in our observations (see Supplementary material or Wilson et al. 2014 for more details). Following Wilson
et al. 2014 we did not take the specific individual identities
into account when estimating the model probabilities. This
means, our model describes the general dynamics common
to all fish.
A focal fish is regarded as being social, if it is in state sg for
some neighbour g. ‘Being social’ is not an explicit state in the
model, but is implicitly defined by the set of states s1 … sk.
The model can be characterised by specifying the probabilities
of leaving the current nearest neighbour (pleave_nn), of ending
social contact in general (ps→a), and of ending being alone
(pa→s). The reciprocal values of theses probabilities determine
the mean number of data points over which a focal fish will
retain the state of being next to a specific neighbour, of being
social, and of being alone, respectively. Multiplying this number by 10 s (the time between two data points) yields the mean
time spent in each state. In our investigations, we also looked

When densities are manipulated, we should observe changes in
the values of the model probabilities ps→a, pa→s, and pswitch_nn.
For example, if the density decreases, the encounter probabilities between fish will also decrease. As a consequence, the
lengths of phases of being alone will increase. Similarly, after
leaving the current neighbour there will be a higher chance of
being alone. In terms of the model probabilities, this means that
with decreasing density pa→s and pswitch_nn should also decrease. The time spent with a particular neighbour should not
change very much, but ps→a should increase as pswitch_nn decreases because pretain_nn +ps→a +pswitch_nn =1 (Fig. 1), i.e. the
lengths of phases of being social will decrease.
To roughly estimate the expected magnitude of these
changes, we performed simulations of random movements
of individuals, where each individual followed the same simple rules (see supplementary material for a detailed description
of the movement simulations). The influence of density
changes on social structure has already been investigated
(Hensor et al. 2005). However, here we need to simulate a
process that changes the behavioural states of the individuals
in order to estimate our Markov chain model probabilities.
We examined a wide range of parameter settings of the
movement simulations and found that pa→s and pswitch_nn linearly decreased with decreasing density. The parameters of the
linear function depended on the parameter settings of the
movement simulations. This means, we cannot draw conclusions about absolute differences of pa→s and pswitch_nn. Therefore we chose one pool and treatment (pool 3 before manipulations) as a reference point and determined the expectations
for other pools and treatments relative to it. We restricted this

by initially recording female networks in the presence of
males and then secondly, in the absence of males for three
observation sessions respectively, thus controlling for treatment order. As an additional control, we also disturbed the
pool in the morning of the 2nd day by simulating the capture
of males (without actually removing any individuals) as had
occurred on the previous morning of day 1.
On days 3 and 4, we carried out the same procedure as
above but in this instance we removed all 11 females from
pool 5 to investigate male-male interactions in the presence
and absence of females. In this case, females were ignored
when recording nearest neighbour associations regardless of
their presence once returned post-removal.
We also examined the impact of the addition of five new
females to pool 1a over a three day period (after an observation period of 3 days of the unmanipulated pool). These females were removed from this pool before the translocation of
the fish to pool 4.
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ps

pretain_nn

a

s1

pa

a

pswitch_nn

Some other neighbour

a

pa

s

Fig. 1 Markov chain model of the fission–fusion behaviour in the guppy
where a focal fish can either be with a nearest neighbour g denoted by sg
or alone (no conspecific within four body lengths) denoted by a. It stays
with its current nearest neighbour with probability pretain_nn. When the
contact with this neighbour ends it decides to be alone with probability
ps→a or switches to a different neighbour with probability pswitch_nn. In
our model, the dynamics do not depend on the neighbour’s identity and is
the same for each state sg. Therefore, for the sake of clarity the figure only

shows the state s1. If there are k potential neighbours other than s1, the
probability of choosing a particular one is pswitch_nn/k. The probability
pleave_nn =1−pretain_nn =ps→a +pswitch_nn is not explicitly shown in the
figure. Its reciprocal value determines the mean length of contact with a
specific neighbour. A focal fish is regarded as being social, denoted by s
(dotted circle), if it is in state sg for some neighbour g. It stays being social
with probability ps→s =1−ps→a

investigation to the translocation experiments (pools 1a, 2,
and 3) because here the biggest changes in density occurred.
We proceeded as follows. In a first step, we chose the
parameters of the movement simulation such that it roughly
reproduced the values of pleave_nn, ps→a, pa→s, and pswitch_nn
that we observed at pool 3 before manipulations. In a second
step, we applied the movement simulation to other pools and
translocation treatments taking into account the numbers of
individuals and the respective areas (by choosing the radius
of the simulation world accordingly). To get results that are
comparable with our real observation, we Bobserved^ the simulations using the same observation scheme as for the real
observations (i.e. same number of sessions and same number
of time points per focal individual). We repeated the second
step 1000 times for each pool and translocation treatment.

for some focal individual in the presence of k (10 in our case)
potential nearest neighbours, e.g.

Under the assumption that it takes m consecutive time
steps to transmit a disease from one individual to another
we determined how many time steps it takes from the beginning of such a sequence until the focal individual has been
involved in a contact phase of length≥m with an infected
individual. For each setting of the probabilities, we repeated
the simulation 106 times and computed the mean time until
infection. We investigated scenarios, where one out of 10
potential neighbours was infected and where m had the
values 3, 4, and 5 (which correspond to 30, 40, and 50 s,
respectively, on our timescale).

Transmission processes

Consistency of individual preferences

Changes in the social dynamics can have important consequences for transmission processes (Krause et al. 2014). For
example, the transmission of a disease might depend on the
time two individuals are close to each other. This means, even
if the total amount of time being social does not change, transmission processes can potentially be affected by changes in
the fine structure of the social dynamics (Wilson et al. 2014).
To demonstrate potential consequences for our study system,
we used our Markov chain model to simulate transmission
processes for different settings of pleave_nn, ps→a, pa→s, and
pswitch_nn for pool 2. We followed the approach of Wilson
et al. (2014) and generated a sequence of behavioural states

An interesting aspect of social structure is social preferences
for particular individuals (which in guppies is often connected
to cooperative relationships; Croft et al. 2009). For our investigation, we used two different ways to quantify the tie
strength of a pair of individuals’ i1 and i2, (a) according to
the number of contact phases between i1 and i2, and (b) according to the mean duration of contact between i1 and i2. We
determined the tie strength for each pair of individuals for each
treatment by computing the sum of these values (according to
a or b, respectively) across all sessions and observation days
of this treatment. We investigated both ways of expressing the
tie strength separately.

a; a; s1 ; s1 ; s2 ; s2 ; s2 ; a; a; a; a; a; s3 ; s1 ; a; …
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In a first step for each pool, we analysed individual preferences for each treatment separately by using a randomisation
test where for each focal individual we kept constant the number of observed contact phases as well as their lengths and
randomly assigned the identities of its neighbours. As a test
statistic, we used the sum of squares of the tie strengths of all
pairs of individuals, which we computed in the two above
described ways. In the absence of individual preferences (null
hypothesis), the tie strengths should not differ very much between the pairs of individuals, yielding moderate values for
the test statistic. If the observed value of the test statistic is
extremely large (among the 5 % largest values yielded by the
randomisation procedure), this indicates that the observed tie
strength cannot be explained by randomly chosen neighbours.

b

0.8
0.4

ps

a

0.6

0.6

0.0

0.2

0.4
0.0

0.2

p l eav e _nn

0.8

1.0

1.0

a

1a

1b

2

3

1a

1b

Pool

2

3

2

3

Pool

d

0.6
0.0

0.2

0.4
0.0

0.2

0.4

s

p s wi tc h _nn

0.6

0.8

0.8

1.0

1.0

c

pa

Fig. 2 The probabilities (plus
95 % confidence intervals) of a
ending contact with a specific
neighbour (pleave_nn), b ending
social contact in general (ps→a), c
ending being alone (pa→s), and d
changing to a different social
partner while staying social
(pswitch_nn) are shown for all pools
before manipulation (see also
Fig. 1 for the full Markov model)

Given that individual preferences were detected in each treatment of each pool, we tested whether the preferences were
consistent across the treatments for each pool. However, individual preferences were only detected in terms of the frequency
of contact but not its duration (which is in accordance with the
findings of Wilson et al. 2014). Therefore, in our consistency
analysis we only used as tie strength the number of contact
phases. To test whether the null hypothesis of no consistency
is to be rejected, we randomised the identities of the individuals
in each matrix of pairwise tie strengths (per treatment). For each
pair of individuals, we computed the variance of their tie
strengths across the treatments. The sum of these variances constituted our test statistic. Small values of this test statistic indicate similar individual preferences across the treatments and if

1a

1b

2

Pool

3

1a

1b

Pool
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the observed value is among the 5 % smallest values produced
by the randomisation procedure, we can reject the null hypothesis. Some individuals did not occur in all sessions of a treatment and had therefore consistently small numbers of contact
phases with all other individuals. To avoid spurious results
caused by this, we used relative tie strengths which were computed by dividing the number of contact phases of each pair of
individuals by the number of sessions in which both of them
were present. This is based on the assumption that the number
of contact phases is proportional to the number of sessions,
which seems reasonable in our case. However, this procedure
decreases the test power because rarely occurring individuals
will have the same weight as frequently occurring ones.
To level the influence of the different numbers of contact
phases in the treatments, we also performed the test with normalized numbers of contact phases where each absolute number
was divided by the total number of contact phases per treatment.
Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 were plotted using R version 3.0.3.

Results
Environmental density manipulations: water level
changes and translocations

1.0

The social dynamics of guppies was well approximated by a
geometric distribution (Fig. S1) and was largely independent

of density and other environmental conditions. We found no
major differences in the dynamics between different pools of
the same or different years (Fig. 2) despite the fact that density
(measured as fish per square metre) differed by up to 4.3 times
between unmanipulated pools and sex ratios varied (0.38–1,
males to females; Table 1).
Water level changes produced large changes in available
surface area and hence density (up to 3-fold) but had relatively
little impact on social dynamics (Fig. 3). The only exceptions
are ps→a and pa→s in pool 3 during the low water treatment
(Fig. 3). The most surprising result is probably the absence of
changes in the fission–fusion dynamics after translocation to
new pools while our simulations of random movements suggest that we should see considerable differences, in particular
regarding pa→s and pswitch_nn (Fig. 4). Fish were transferred
into pools that varied between roughly half to double the surface area of their original pool and pools also differed considerably in shape. This suggests that the fish responded to these
environmental changes by adapting their behaviour such that
the patterns described by the Markov model (lengths of phases
of contact and of being alone) are retained.
Figure 5 demonstrates potential consequences of such behaviour for transmission processes. In the case of the fish in
pool 2 (which were translocated into the much larger pool 3),
the fact that guppies maintain their fission–fusion dynamics
(see results above) would result in disease transmission times
that are shorter than predicted by our MC model (see methods
regarding transmission processes).

3 LWL

3 HWL

3 UM

2 LWL

2 HWL

2 UM

1b LWL

1b HWL

1b UM

0.0

0.2

Probability
0.4
0.6

0.8

Individual social preferences

Fig. 3 The probabilities (plus 95 % confidence intervals) of (open
circles) ending contact with a specific neighbour (pleave_nn), (filled
circles) ending social contact in general (ps→a), (squares) ending being
alone (pa→s), and (filled triangles) changing to a different social partner
while staying social (pswitch_nn) are shown for pools 1b, 2, and 3 for each
of the water levels treatments unmanipulated, high water (HWL) and low
water (LWL) (see also Fig. 1 for the full Markov model)

We detected individual preferences in each treatment of each
pool (listed in Table 1), if the tie strength was defined by the
number of contact phases (all pvalues<0.016, number of
randomisation steps=104) but not if it was defined by the
mean duration of contact (all p values > 0.05, number of
randomisation steps=104). This confirms the findings of
Wilson et al. (2014) and shows that in our study system the
preference for particular social partners is not expressed in the
length of associations but in their frequency. It also helps to
explain why the lengths of social contact and of contact with a
particular neighbour can be described by a model common to
all guppies in a pool (Fig. 1). Thus, individuals do not vary in
how often they change associates, but do differ in how likely
they are to associate with particular individuals.
The individual preferences (in terms of numbers of contact phases) were consistent across the 4 treatments for pool
3 (p<0.001), the four treatments for pool 2 (p=0.05), and
the 3 treatments for pool 1b (p<0.001). However, we did
not find consistency across the two treatments for pool 1a
(p=0.34). The number of randomisation steps was 104 in
each test.
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b

0.0
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0.2
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0.4

0.5
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a

1a UM

1a TL

2 UM

2 TL
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3 TL

1a TL
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3 UM
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2 TL
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Pool

d

0.4
0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.5
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a

0.7

0.6

0.8

0.7

0.9

0.8

c

p l eave_nn

2 UM

1a UM

1a TL

2 UM

2 TL

3 UM

3 TL

Pool

1a UM

1a TL

2 UM

Pool

Fig. 4 Comparison of probabilities of a Markov chain model estimated
from observations (with 95 % confidence intervals) and from simulated
movements (box-and-whisker plots) for pools 1a, 2, and 3 before
manipulations (UM) and after translocation (TL). The box-and-whisker
plots show median, quartiles, and the most extreme data points. The
whiskers mark the most extreme data points that have a distance from
the box of at most 1.5 times the length of the box. The parameters of the

simulated movements were chosen such that the simulation roughly
reproduced the probabilities of pool 3 before manipulation. The box plots
show the results of 1,000 repetitions of the simulation. The figure contains
the probabilities of a ending being alone (pa→s), b changing to a different
social partner while staying social (pswitch_nn), c ending contact with a
specific neighbour (pleave_nn), and d ending social contact in general
(ps→a)

Social manipulations

which we did not carry out separate analyses for males
and females.
Despite the fact that removal of males and females respectively, reduces fish density by 50 % in both cases we see very
different responses of males and females to this manipulation.
Females greatly decrease the probability of ending their social

Female–female networks (in the presence of males) and
male-male networks (in the presence of females) show
very similar interaction dynamics (Fig. 6). This is an
important prerequisite for all the work shown above in
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Fig. 5 Mean number of time
points until infection of a focal
individual among 10 potential
neighbours one of which is
infected as a function of the length
of contact necessary for the
transmission of a disease as
predicted by a simulation based
on a Markov model for pool 2 a
before manipulations and b after
translocation into the larger pool
3. The parameters of the Markov
model were estimated from the
observations (filled circles) and
from simulated random
movements (open circles) that
were parameterized, such that
they roughly reproduced the
Markov model probabilities
before manipulations
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contact (ps→a) and the probability of ending social contact
with a specific neighbour (pleave_nn) whereas males greatly
increase these probabilities (Fig. 6). The probability of ending
time alone (pa→s), is affected in the opposite way by the manipulation in either sex, in particular for males (while the
confidence intervals for females overlap). This means that
females increase the total time being social.
We also found consistent preferences across the two femalefemale networks in the presence and the absence of males (p=
0.013, number of randomisation steps=104). This means that,
while the presence of males shortens the contact phases between
females, it does not seem to affect female preferences.
The introduction of five new females into pool 1a resulted
in a change of ps→a and pleave_nn (the probabilities of ending
social time and of ending time with a specific neighbour) on
day 1 of the manipulation (Fig. 7). However, after the first day,
we can see that this effect was diminished and by day three the
dynamics were back to normal (Fig. 7).

Discussion
The social dynamics of guppies was remarkably consistent
across different pools, sampling years, and even across environmental manipulations. Our findings suggest that there is a generic
fission–fusion behaviour that guppies maintain in their social
dynamics, though it might be specific to the Turure population.
It also appears that there are aspects of social organisation that are
unique to each social network (i.e. social preferences in each
network), which are preserved across manipulations including
translocations. In contrast to environmental manipulations, social
manipulations caused significant changes in the social dynamics
of guppy populations, with opposite effects in males and females.
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Environmental manipulations: water level changes
and translocations
Density increases are often accompanied by increases in absolute number of individuals making it difficult to separate out
the effects of each (Rangeley and Kramer 1998; Hensor et al.
2005; Makris et al. 2009; Strier and Mendes 2012; Brierley
2014). In our study, density and total number of individuals
were independent and we found that they had little effect on
social dynamics. Thus the observed fission–fusion behaviour
appeared to be density independent (within the range of parameters that we tested). Another surprising result was that
fish maintained their social dynamics even when transferred
into new and unfamiliar pools (resulting in decoupling of the
social system from the habitat).
Our movement simulations show that the changes within
and between pools should strongly affect encounter probabilities of fish and thereby social dynamics (see Hensor et al.
2005 for a null model of shoaling behaviour). Nevertheless,
guppies maintained their fission–fusion dynamics, which is
an indication that there is a strong selection pressure on
guppies to work actively against any changes in their social
dynamics. There are two different ways in which fish could
achieve this consistency in their social dynamics. One option
would be for fish that were transferred into a larger pool to
utilize only a small portion of this pool and thereby maintain
the same density as before. However, this was not observed
(fish always used the entire pool). The other option is that
fish adjust their swimming speeds (or the directedness of
their swimming path when approaching conspecifics) to
pool size; i.e. swimming faster in larger pools and slower
in smaller ones. The latter is a prediction that can be tested
by future studies. Our study shows that this consistency in
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social dynamics might buffer changes in transmission processes (in fish populations) over a surprisingly large density
range. The ability of social systems to self-stabilise is wellknown from social insects, where honey bees for example,
maintain certain proportions of Bin-door^ and Bout-door^
workers (Huang et al. 1998; Schulz et al. 1998). In
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Fig. 6 In pool 5, same-sex
networks (males and females,
respectively) were recorded in the
presence and absence of the
opposite sex. The probabilities
(plus 95 % confidence intervals)
of a ending contact with a specific
neighbour (pleave_nn), b ending
social contact in general (ps→a), c
ending being alone (pa→s), and d
changing to a different social
partner while staying social
(pswitch_nn) are shown for all pools
before manipulation (see also
Fig. 1 for the full Markov model)
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vertebrates, the robustness of social dynamics to external
stimuli is less well documented.
Density independence has also been reported in the context of collective behaviour from starlings, Sturnus vulgaris
(Ballerini et al. 2008). When flying in large flocks each
individual was reported to follow a fixed number (six to
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seven individuals) of nearest neighbours largely independently of flock density. Ballerini et al. (2008) argued that
density-independent behaviour is suggestive of topological
interaction dynamics. It remains to be explored whether this
is also the case in guppies and in the wider context of
fission–fusion behaviour.
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females were introduced for three
days. The probabilities (plus 95 %
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and the translocation (see Table 1)
are shown for a ending contact
with a specific neighbour (pleave_
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the full Markov model)
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Social manipulations
We observed a striking difference in male and female networks in response to the removal of the opposite sex. Females
spent considerably more time being social whereas males
maintained only a rudimentary social network. We did not
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study the medium- to long-term effects of such sex removals
but the introduction of additional females in pool 1a showed
that the system returned to its usual dynamics again relatively
quickly. The interest of males in novel females is well documented (and not only for guppies, but also for other vertebrate
species) (Fiorino et al. 1997; Kelley et al. 1999). However, in
our study, it did not last for more than 1–2 days. Experiments
in captivity showed that the presence of males disrupted female social behaviour and female preferences in guppies
(Darden and Croft 2008). A study on captive catsharks,
S. canulcula, showed that both the presence of new males
and females can have a disruptive influence on existing female
networks but that the effect of the introductions partly
depended on the strength of the existing social ties between
females (Jacoby et al. 2010). We found that the interaction
duration between females was clearly shortened by the presence of males. However, interaction duration is not the parameter that is important for the expression of social preference in
our system. Guppies use interaction frequency to express preferences and this was found to be unchanged in the presence/
absence of males. Differences in lab and field results are probably accounted for by the fact that in the field, females have
much more space (familiar surroundings and a pool depth
profile) to shake off harassing males.
In contrast to the presence of males, which is disruptive to
social structure, the presence of females acted like a social Bglue^
without which the male-only network fragments. Presumably a
network of male guppies only would soon collapse altogether
with males emigrating from the pool in search of females.

could be adaptive because there would be no typical period
for which the predator has to wait for the prey to be alone.
Therefore a geometric distribution could be a shoaling strategy
that is cognitively easy to implement (i.e. for every given time
unit a fish makes a decision whether to be social or asocial with
a fixed probability) but is also impossible for a predator to
predict. The geometric distribution also has interesting implications for social preferences in guppies, which are not expressed
in the duration of associations (which always follow a
geometric distribution) but in the frequency with which
particular individuals are selected as shoaling partners.
This brings us to the wider question of whether fission–
fusion systems (which are common in nature, Krause and
Ruxton 2002; Couzin 2006) are more generally selected to
show geometric distributions because of similar selection pressures. Food competition is a common cost of group-living and
might select for time spent alone whereas protection from predators is often a benefit of social life (Krause and Ruxton 2002).
Little is known, however, regarding the dynamics of time periods spent alone and spent social; i.e. the resulting fission–
fusion dynamics. Recent studies on the shoaling dynamics of
other poeciliids (JK and D. Bierbach, unpublished work) and
on juvenile lemon sharks, Negaprion brevirostris (Wilson
et al. 2015), and bonefish, Albula vulpes (Wilson, unpublished
work), shows that their behaviour also follows a geometric
distribution. If the fission–fusion dynamics of prey populations
that have certain types of predators is indeed selected to produce a geometric distribution, then this would have important
repercussions for the evolution of social preferences.

Evolution of fission–fusion dynamics
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An important (and maybe surprising) aspect of the social dynamics of our guppy system is the fact that it is well approximated by a geometric distribution (Fig. S1, see also Wilson
et al. 2014) which raises questions regarding the evolutionary
pressures that shaped this aspect of guppy biology. The vigilance patterns of some bird species are known to follow a negative exponential distribution (Bednekoff and Lima 2002), the
only difference being that a geometric distribution is based on
discrete time intervals. Bednekoff and Lima (2002) presented a
compelling argument for the consideration of predator attack
strategies in the context of animal vigilance patterns suggesting
that regular vigilance patterns should be adopted if a predator
appears at random (such as a hunting raptor which suddenly
appears and immediately attacks) and variation in vigilance
intervals should be favoured in the case of stalking predators
(see also Scannell et al. 2001). We applied the same logic to the
evolution of the fission–fusion dynamics observed in our
system. If a predator is almost always present and monitors prey
for moments when it is alone, as in the case with predators such
as the pike cichlid Crenicichla frenata (the main guppy predator
in Trinidad; Magurran 2005), then a geometric distribution
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